
! example The Speed of a Pulse on a Cord

A urrifbrm string has a nlass of 0.300 kg and a length of 6.00 m. The strins passes over ir pul-
1e,v and supports a 2.00-kg object (Fig. 13.11). Find the speecl of a pulse traveling alons this
strins.

Lr Figr.rre 13.11, the hanging block establishes a tension.irr the horizorrtal strins.
This tensior-r determines the speed rvith ll-rich \\'a\:es mo\re on the string.

Tir find the tension in the strins, u,e model the har-rging block as a particle in equi-
Iibrium. Then rr,e Lrse the tension to evaluate the rvave speed on the strir-rg using Equation 13.21.

,t f XINXllqG PHYSICS I3.1

A secret agent is trapped in a building on top of an el-
evator car at a lower floor. He attempts to signal a fel-
low agent on the roof by tapping a message in Morse
code on the elevator cable so that transverse pulses
move upward on the cable. As the pulses move up the
cable toward the accomplice, does the speed rvith which
they move sta-v the sarne, increase, or decrease? If the
pulses are sent 1 s apart, are they received 1 s apart by
the agent on the roof?

Reasoning The elevator cable can be modeled as a ver-
tical string. The speed of rvaves on the cable is a function
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of the tension in the cable. As the n'aves move higher
on the cable, they encounter increased tension because
each higher point on the cable must support the weight
of all the cable belolv it (and the elevator). Therefbre,
the speed of the pulses increases as the)r move higher
on the cable. The frequency of the pulses will not be af-
fected because each pulse takes the same time interval
to reach the top. They will still arrive at the top of the
cable at intervals of 1 s. -,r':

2.00 kg

Flgure lJ.ll (L,xample

13.4) The tension 7in the
cord is maintained by the
suspended object. The
speed of an,v lvavc traveling
along the cord is given by

)n: r-

7': r\rtor*.s

lr,: V,:

mt lu.lg : 0Analyze Apply the particle
block:

equilibrium model to the

Solve for the tension in the string:

Use Equation 13.21 to find the r,ave speed, using
p : mu,6r/ ( for the linear mass densitl' of the string:

E'r'aluate the rvar,e speed:
Frz.oo t slrgso m/s')(6.00 m)

U-1/-- rJ,olrr/)V 0.300 kg

FinaBiee The calculation of the tension neglects the small mass of the string. Strictly speaking, the string can never be

exactly straight; therefore, the tension is not uniform.

t Example Rescuing the Hiker

.\n 80.0-kg hiker is trapped on a mountain ledge following a storm. A helicopter rescues the hiker by hovering above him
ar-rd lolvering a cable to him. The mass of the cable is 8.00 kg, and its length is 15.0 m. A sling of mass 70.0 kg is attached
ro rhe end of the cable. The hiker attaches himself to the sling, and the helicopter then accelerates uprvard. Terrified
ltv hanging from the cable in midair, the hiker tries to signal the pilot by sendirrg transverse pulses up the cable. A pulse

takes 0.250 s to travel the length of the cable. \{hat is the acceleration of the helicopter? Assume the tension in the cable

is luriform.

Imasine tl.re effect of the acceleration of the helicopter on the cable. The sreater the upu'ard acceleration.

continued
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Categorize This problem is a combination of one involving the speed of pulses on a string and one in which the hiker anc
sling are modeled as a particle under a net force.

Analyze Use the time interval for the pulse to travel from
the hiker to the helicopter to find the speed of the pulses
on the cable:

Solve Equation 13.21 for the tension in the cable:

Model the hiker and sling as a particle under a net force,
noting that the acceleration of this particle of mass m is

the same as the acceleration of the helicopter:

Solve for the acceleration:

Substitute numerical values:

+ f -

The travelingwave model describes waves traveling through a uniform medium rr.:--
out interacting nith an),thing along the rvay. \Are norv consider how a traveling ri-.' ,

is affected when it encolrnters a change in the medium. For example, conside: -

pulse traveling on a string that is rigidly attached to a support at one end as in Aci_' -

Figure 13.12. \\hen the pulse reaches the support, a severe change in the mecli:--
occurs: the string ends. As a result, the pulse undergoes reflection; that is, the pi:--,
lno\res back along the string in the opposite direction.

Notice that the reflected pr,rlse is inuefied. This inversion can be explaineci
follorvs. \{4:en the pulse reaches the fixed end of the string, the string produ.:-
an upr,r,ard force on the support. By Nenton's third larrl the support must exeri ,-
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lra: ^l-Vp

)n: ma

15.0 m : 60.0 m/s
0.250 s

T pa2 fr rubr" a2
It:

momsf..,br"l/s

(8.00 kg)(60.0 m/s)2
- 9.80 m/s2 : 3.00 m/s2

(15.0 m)(150.0 kg)

E:lnnEia* A real cable has stiffness in addition to tension. Stiffness tends to return a wire ro its original straight-line sh;-'
even rvhen it is not under tension. For example, a piano 'rvire straightens if released from a curved shape; package-rvrapp::.:
string does not.

Stiffness represents a restoring force in addition to tension and increases the wave speed. Consequently, for a real c:rl,--.
the speed of 60.0 m,/s that rve determined is most likely associated with a smaller acceleration of the helicopter.
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Active Figure 13.12 The reflec-
tion ofa travelirrg pulse at the fixec1

end of a stretchcd strir.rg. The re-
flectcd pulse is inverted, but its shape
is othcru'ise unchangecl.

equal-magnitude and oppositely directed (dou,n-
lvard) reaction force on the string. This dotvnr,vard

Incident, +purse

force causes the pulse to invert upon reflection.
Now consider another case. This time, the lil:ii

pulse arrives at the end of a string that is free + __,
to move vertically as in Active Figure 13.13. The
tension at the free end is maintained because
the string is tied to a ring of negligible mass
that is free to slide vertically on a smooth post Reftected
without friction. Again, the pulse is reflected pulse

but this time it is not inverted. When it reaches
the post, the pulse exerts a force on the free lll1ll

end of the string, causing the ring to accelerate - .. _.
uprvard. The ring rises ai high as the t,l.on]irg *t:'r"":l::i;:Ji;13":T::l::
pulse, and then the dolvn'rvard component of endofastretcheclstri,g.There-
the tension force pulls the ring back down. This flectecl pulse is not inverrcd.
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